COVID-19 Return to School Plan
Fall 2020

Updated 8/17/2020--Please note that these Return to School Plans
may be adjusted if new information is released by government or
health officials.
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Introduction
The following Return to School Plans have been developed by the Norfolk Public Schools
COVID-19 Return to School and Pandemic Response Committees based upon information
provided by the Center for Disease Control (CDC), the Elkhorn Logan Valley Public Health
Department (ELVPHD), and the Nebraska Department of Education (NDE).
Resources:
● CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-19 Response and the President’s
Plan for Opening America Up Again, Center for Disease Control (website address?)
● Coronavirus Disease 2019-Considerations for Schools, Center for Disease Control
(www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html)
● Guidelines and Recommendations for Schools (COVID-19), Elkhorn Logan Valley Public
Health Department
● Health Guidance for Summer Programming and Beyond, Nebraska Department of
Education
● Launch Nebraska, Nebraska Department of Education
(www.launchne.com/leadership-and-planning)
● Opening Up America Again, Center for Disease Control
(www,whitehouse.gov/openingamerica)
● Schools During the Covid-19 Pandemic, Center for Disease Control
(cdc.gov/coronavirus)
● Teaching and Learning in the 2020-2021 School Year: An Introduction, Nebraska
Department of Education
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Committee Members:
COVID-19 Return to School and Pandemic Response Committee Members include:
Dr. Jami Jo Thompson, Superintendent
Dr. Bill Robinson, Associate Superintendent of Business Operations
Angie Baumann, Director of Human Resources and Accreditation
Mary Luhr, Director of Student Programs,
Beth Nelson, Director of Teaching and Learning
Erik Wilson, Director of Student Services and Safety
All NPS Principals
Ben Ries, Activities Director
Tom Assmussen, Facilities and Transportation Director
Matthew Arens - Technology
Blair Brink, School Nurse
Heidi Korth - Building Secretary
Teachers: Kim Erickson (MS), Joe Meyers (SH), Chuck Foxhoven (JH), Kari Cronin (Grant), and
Jamie Blum (Elem)
Parents: Heidi Reynolds (JH/SH), Alisha Rumans (Bel Air/MS/JH),and Leonor Fuhrer
(WLP/MS)
Subcommittees/Consideration Areas Include:
Governance-Dr. Jami Jo Thompson
Technology- Erik Wilson
Facilities, Operations and Technology-Dr. Bill Robinson
Wellness-Mary Luhr
Transitions-Erik Wilson
Instruction-Beth Nelson & Mary Luhr
Staffing - Angie Baumann
Communication-Sarah Dittmer
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Guiding Principles
Vision:
It is the vision of the Norfolk Public Schools to be a top-performing school that provides
outstanding educational opportunities for every student and is a source of pride and an asset to
our community.
Mission:
The mission of Norfolk Public Schools is to prepare all students to pursue their goals for the
future.
Motto:
NPS: Nothing Prevents Success!
Planning Purpose:
The purpose of this COVID-19 Return to School plan is to provide a framework for the return of
students to Norfolk Public Schools’ facilities in a manner that maximizes student safety and
learning.
This plan is dynamic in nature, meaning that it can be adapted and updated throughout the
pandemic, based upon COVID incidences within our community and guidance from local, state
and federal government and health officials.
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Federal Guidelines for Re-opening
Guidelines provided by the CDC for “Opening Up America” indicate that the following criteria
should be satisfied before proceeding to a phased comeback:
● Downward trajectory of influenza-like illnesses reported within a 14-day period
● Downward trajectory of COVID-like syndromic cases reported within 14-day period
● Downward trajectory of documented cases with a14-day period or downward trajectory
of positive tests as a percent of total tests with a 14-day period

In addition, the CDC indicates that students should not return to on-site learning until the
following questions can be answered in the affirmative.
●
●
●
●

●

Will reopening be consistent with applicable state and local orders?
Is the school ready to protect children and employees at higher risk for severe illness?
Are you able to screen students and employees upon arrival for symptoms and history of
exposure?
Are recommended health and safety actions in place to:
○ Promote healthy hygiene practices such as hand washing and employees wearing a cloth
face covering, as feasible
○ Intensify cleaning, disinfecting, and ventilation
○ Encourage social distancing through increased spacing, small groups and limited mixing
between groups, if feasible
○ Train all employees on health and safety protocols
Is ongoing monitoring in place to:
○ Develop and implement procedures to check for signs and symptoms of students and
employees daily upon arrival, as feasible
○ Encourage anyone who is sick to stay home
○ Plan for ill students or employees who get sick
○ Regularly communicate and monitor developments with local authorities, employees, and
families regarding cases, exposures and updates to policies and procedures
○ Monitor student and employee absences and have flexible leave policies and practices
○ Be ready to consult with the local health authorities if there are cases in the facility or an
increase in cases in the local area
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Re-opening Scenarios for Fall 2020
Multiple scenarios have been developed regarding the beginning of the 2020-2021 school year.
Careful consideration will be given to each scenario before implementation, with strong
consultation with the Elkhorn Logan Valley Public Health Department (ELVPHD).
Scenario A: All students return to the school campus on August 13, 2020
Community health conditions warrant a return to school on campus, with appropriate safety
precautions in place.
Scenario B: Delayed start of the school until after Labor Day
Community health conditions warrant a delayed start to the school year, based on the rationale
that waiting a few additional weeks will allow school to resume with on-site/in-person instruction.
Scenario C: Hybrid Model with a combination of on-site/in-person instruction and remote
(home-based) learning opportunities
Community health conditions warrant social distancing practices that can only be obtained with
smaller class sizes. An alternate schedule will be communicated to staff and families where
students alternate on-site and remote learning.
Scenario D: Remote Learning
Community health conditions warrant an extended closure of school. All student learning will
occur remotely through enhanced home-based learning opportunities.
Scenario E: Intermittent Short-Term Closure
Due to a staff or student’s COVID status, a short-term (2-5 day) closure is warranted, in order to
clean, disinfect and contract-trace potential COVID exposures. Remote (home-based) learning
opportunities may be reinstated, depending upon the length of the closure.
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Tiered Model
The following tiered model was developed based upon the Elkhorn Logan Valley Public Health
Department’s Four Tier Risk Dial and their corresponding Guidelines and Recommendations for
Schools.

Green: Low/Stable Risk
●
●

Low/stable does not mean “no risk”. Precautions are still implemented as a means of
remaining in an uninterrupted, in-person learning environment status.
100% of students on site for face to face learning (Scenario A)

Yellow: Moderate Risk
●
●

Enhanced precautions are implemented as a means of remaining in an uninterrupted,
in-person learning environment status.
100% of students on site for face to face learning (Scenario A)

Orange: Elevated Risk
●
●
●

Further enhanced precautions are implemented as a means of minimizing disruptions
to the in-person learning environment status.
Hybrid Model with a combination of on-site/in-person instruction and remote
(home-based) learning opportunities (Scenario C)
Students are divided into two learning groups with 2 days on-site/in-person instruction
and 3 days remote/home-based learning opportunities each week.

Red: High/Severe Risk
●
●

Remote/home-based learning only (Scenario D)
No students will report for on-site/in-person learning

Note: Scenario B (Delayed Start) and Scenario E (Short-term Closure) could occur within
multiple risk levels.
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This risk dial is very similar to the planning scenarios shared by the Nebraska Department of
Education.

Consideration Areas and Plans
Governance
Committee Members:
Dr. Jami Jo Thompson (Chair), Dr. Bill Robinson, Angie Baumann, Mary Luhr, Beth Nelson, and
Erik Wilson
Goal:
To monitor the work of all other subcommittees, facilitate collaboration between the
subcommittees, and ensure that effective and efficient reopening plans are developed and
implemented with fidelity.
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Transportation Committee
Committee Members:
Dr. Bill Robinson (Chair), Tom Asmussen, Korrie Hall, Chuck Hughes, Bruce Strong
Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school
facilities, focusing on the area of student transportation.
(Overall Guidelines for all Risk and grade levels)
**Transportation services will be limited to transporting students to and from school for on-site
instruction and district approved NSAA activities or similar events. Field trips will be postponed
and not scheduled until further notice.
**All district employees (Drivers, riders, other staff) will be required to wear face mask when
transporting students
**All District buses and vehicles will be sanitized daily when we are in green or yellow. When we
are in orange or red sanitation will occur between each use. (Sanitization details are included in
Appendices)

Transportation
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed
Elementary (PK-4)
●
●

Middle Level (5-8)

Temperature and symptoms
screening on SPED buses
only
Capacity on buses will not be
restricted

●
●

Secondary (9-12)

Temperature and
symptoms screening on
SPED buses only
Capacity on buses will
not be restricted

●
●

Temperature and
symptoms screening on
SPED buses only
Capacity on buses will not
be restricted

Transportation
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
●
●
●

Temperature and symptoms
screening on SPED buses
only
Students will be required to
wear cloth face masks
Capacity on buses will not be

Middle Level (5-8)
●
●
●

Temperature and
symptoms screening on
SPED buses only
Students will be required
to wear cloth face masks
Capacity on buses will

Secondary (9-12)
●
●
●

Temperature and
symptoms screening on
SPED buses only
Students will be required
to wear cloth face masks
Capacity on buses will not
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restricted

not be restricted

be restricted

Transportation
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
●
●
●
●
●

Middle Level (5-8)

Temperature and symptoms
screening on all buses
Students will be required to
wear cloth face masks
Students will use
hand-sanitizer before loading
buses
Buses will load at 50%
capacity
Loading will be back to front
and exiting front to back
(Row 1 = Window seat and
Row 2 = isle; alternate by
left/right side of bus)

●
●
●
●
●

Temperature and
symptoms screening on
all buses
Students will be required
to wear cloth face
masks
Students will use
hand-sanitizer before
loading buses
Buses will load at 50%
capacity
Loading will be back to
front and exiting front to
back (Row 1 = Window
seat and Row 2 = isle;
alternate by left/right side
of bus)

Secondary (9-12)
●
●
●
●
●

Temperature and
symptoms screening on all
buses
Students will be required
to wear cloth face masks
Students will use
hand-sanitizer before
loading buses
Buses will load at 50%
capacity
Loading will be back to
front and exiting front to
back (Row 1 = Window
seat and Row 2 = isle;
alternate by left/right side
of bus)

Transportation
ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
●

Transportation will be
suspended unless a student’s
I.E.P. requires it. Other
student transportation may
occur if required by law.
(Orange protocols will be
followed)

Middle Level (5-8)
●

Transportation will be
suspended unless a
student’s I.E.P. requires
it. Other student
transportation may occur
if required by law.
(Orange protocols will be
followed)

Secondary (9-12)
●

Transportation will be
suspended unless a
student’s I.E.P. requires it.
Other student
transportation may occur if
required by law. (Orange
protocols will be followed)
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Technology Committee
Committee Members:
Erik Wilson (Chair), Pat Wolff, Matthew Arens, Savana Clausen, Sandy Rose, Julie Wiebelhaus

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities,
focusing on the areas of technology, including, but not limited to items such as: student devices,
availability of wi-fi (hotspots), and staff training.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Train students 3&4 on devices if they
would have to go home.

-Train students and teachers
how to use offline with
chromebooks

-Incoming freshman
Chromebook swap out.

-Train teachers how to use offline with
chromebooks

-Train students and
teachers how to use offline
with chromebooks

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities,
focusing on the areas of technology, including, but not limited to items such as: student devices,
availability of wi-fi (hotspots), and staff training.

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Sanitation Plan
-Wipe down mouse

-Train students 3&4 on devices if they
would have to go home.

-Train students and teachers
how to use offline with
chromebooks

-Incoming freshman
Chromebook swap out.

-Train teachers how to use offline with
chromebooks

-Train students and
teachers how to use
offline with chromebooks
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Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school

facilities, focusing on the areas of technology, including, but not limited to items such as: student
devices, availability of wi-fi (hotspots), and staff training.

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

-Sanitation Plan
-Do we check out devices grades 3 &
4, can do this if we start school in
person and have time to train the
students.
-Do we check out devices for students
who are quarantined for 2 weeks?
-Train students and teachers how to
use offline with chromebooks

-Sanitation Plan
-Students take devices home
and bring it back on days they
have school.
-Hotspot check out by
availability - FORM
-Train students and teachers
how to use offline with
chromebooks

-Sanitation Plan
-Students take devices
home and bring it back
on days they have
school.
-Hotspot check out FORM
-Trainstudents and
teachers how to use
offline with
chromebooks

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school

facilities, focusing on the areas of technology, including, but not limited to items such as: student
devices, availability of wi-fi (hotspots), and staff training.

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Chromebooks 3-4 stay in schools

-Students take devices home.
-Hotspot check out by
availability - FORM
-Train teachers how to use
offline with chromebooks

-Students take devices
home.
-Hotspot check out FORM
-Train teachers how to
use offline with
chromebooks
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Facilities and Operations
COVID 19 Return to School Plan Fall 2020
Committee Members:
Dr. Bill Robinson (Chair), Dr. Jami Jo Thompson, Tracy Lichty, John Erwin, Josh Weber, Ryan Specht,
Melissa Davis (LSI), Steve Weber (LSI), Dale Donner, Dan Rumfeldt, Melissa Jantz, Ben Ries, Trisha
Andreasen, Dr. Jen Robinson, Tom Asmussen
Goal:
To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing on the
area of operations, including, but not limited to items such as: school schedules, attendance, food service
protocols, cleaning/disinfecting, social distancing protocols (within classes, within passing periods,
dismissals), specials, and entry/screening procedures.

School Schedule

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Minimize cross contaminating
as much as possible. Be
cautious.

Follow traditional building level
schedule

Schedule would run as normal.

Students can travel as normal
as possible with advanced
disinfecting. (Resource and Title
Teachers can stay in their
rooms with 1 grade level at a
time and disinfect after each
group.)

Secondary (9-12)

Teachers in rooms by 7:45 for
supervision
Designated Classroom and
hallway procedures for staff and
students

Small groups allowed at kidney
tables and carpets with spacing
and disinfecting practices in
place with use of dividers
Recess as normal
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School Schedule

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designated Classroom and
hallway procedures for staff and
students

Designated Classroom and
hallway procedures for staff and
students

Designated Classroom and
hallway procedures for staff and
students

Separate classroom groups as
much as possible
● Morning Meeting
● Specials
● Lunch
● Recess

Follow traditional building level
schedule

Develop two groups. Group A and
Group B. One group is released 2
minutes early to help develop
social distancing or reduce traffic
during passing periods.

Teachers in rooms by 7:45 for
supervision

Secondary (9-12)

Normal Schedule
Specials will follow designated
social distance and sanitation
guidelines
Preschool will closely follow the
DHHS guidelines regarding
child care precaution

School Schedule

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Same as yellow risk yellow with
50% of the students
(designated by household)

Same as yellow risk yellow with
50% of the students
(designated by household)

Secondary (9-12)
Same as yellow risk yellow with
50% of the students (designated
by household)
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School Schedule

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

100% e-learning / Home-based
learning

100% e-learning / Home-based
learning

Secondary (9-12)
100% e-learning / Home-based
learning

Attendance

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Attendance as Normal

Attendance as Normal

Attendance as Normal

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.

Attendance

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Attendance as Normal

Attendance as Normal

Attendance as Normal

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.

Follow current state guidelines
concerning the reporting of
attendance.
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Attendance

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Usual attendance taken within
IC by teacher for in-person
learning. Attendance for
home-based learning will be
tracked through participation.

Usual attendance taken within IC
by teacher for in-person learning.
Attendance for home-based
learning will be tracked through
participation.

Usual attendance taken within IC
by teacher for in-person learning.
Attendance for home-based
learning will be tracked through
participation.

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state

Attendance

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Attendance for home-based
learning will be tracked through
participation.

Attendance for home-based
learning will be tracked through
participation.

Attendance for home-based
learning will be tracked through
participation.

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state.

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state.

Follow current attendance
documentation guidelines from
NDE and the state.

Serving Plans for all Risk Levels 20-21
(Overall information for all Risk Levels Green, Yellow, Orange. If we are in Red a Grab-N-Go
procedure will be used similar to the procedures used during the spring shut-down)
●
●

LSI will provide one entree option only at the elementary level for both breakfast and
lunch to simplify the process of having meals in the classrooms.
A la carte options will be temporarily limited to the more popular pre-packaged items.
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●

●

●

●

In order to prevent contact at cashiering stations, all deposits will be required to go
through the school office or the online system. No cash or checks will be accepted at
the Point of Sale. Because of this, there will be no deposit bags at the cashiering
stations.
To further prevent contact, forks and spoons will be placed on trays by LSI staff prior to
service. Paper trays and plastic silverware may be used for any lunches taking place in
the classrooms; breakfasts will be provided in sacks. Reusable trays and silverware will
be used in the cafeteria setting whenever possible.
LSI staff will wipe off tables before and after service. LSI staff will also clean and
disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces such as workstations, keyboards,
telephones, handrails, and doorknobs. Dirty surfaces can be cleaned with soap and
water prior to disinfection. Proper daily sanitation will be done using quat on all transport
totes, racks, cooler handles, and carts. In other words, any surfaces that are touched by
employees or students during the daily operation will be cleaned and sanitized
frequently. Our quat sanitizer that is available and used every day at our facilities meets
the requirements to kill the COVID-19 virus. Per our standard SOP's all surfaces must be
cleaned prior to use in the mornings and after service.
All foodservice staff will be expected to wear masks and gloves during all food
preparation and service to comply with expectations and guidelines.

Breakfast Service:
1. Offer Breakfast in the Classroom – prepared in the kitchen as a sack breakfast with all
meal components. Rosters are used for ordering the day prior and rang in the day of utilizing the
order roster.
a. Delivery Method 1: Facilitated by each classroom. Classroom representative
come down to pick up bag wearing appropriate PPE
b. Delivery Method 2: Students come though the line and are handed their bags to
go back to the classroom to eat
c.

Delivery

Method 3: Meals will be delivered to the rooms by LSI staff member

2. Offer Breakfast in Cafeteria Grab and Go to take back to Classrooms – items prepared
are ready to eat, grab and go style for easy handling and transportation. Students can utilize
paper boats or bags for service in lieu of trays. Student picks up during regular breakfast service
and is rang up using the POS with verbal verification.
3. Breakfast in the Cafeteria – social distance with designated seating in cafeteria during
breakfast. All self -serve items are behind the serving line and will be placed on student trays
while student is going through the service line. In order to reduce the impact to the serving line
speed we would need to look at serving less options. Sanitizer stations are placed upon
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entrance and cashier stations. Designated distancing in the lines would need to be required and
monitored.
4.

Cashier

Station – LSI staff will input meal information via bar codes or pin numbers.

Lunch Service:
We recommend all Self -Serve stations become served behind the line. Fruit and Veggie Bar
will be modified to enable service behind the serving line. This may result in having to modify
the options based on service capacity, ability, and line speed.
Condiments:
Staff

person or district volunteer would have to serve the condiments. No longer self-serve
bottles.
Limited to ranch and ketchup. Ketchup when required by the menu for burgers, dogs, etc.
Method 1: Classroom and Cafeteria Mix
Limited students in cafeteria to support social distancing – alternate students eating in cafeteria
and eating in classrooms. Menus is modified to serve all self- serve items behind the serving
line where they are handed to students. Fruit and Veggie Bar is served with limited options and
handed out behind the serving line. Sanitizer stations are placed upon entrance for student s to
use before coming through the line. Designated distancing in the lines would need to b be
required and monitored. Students come through the line the line to make their choices, and
choices are handed out to them on their trays.
Method 2: Classroom Lunches
One class at a time could come down to cafeteria to go through line. All lunch choices are
served behind the line to the student where they can be placed directly on student’s trays.
Cashiering is completed using the roster method for reimbursable meals and ALC is only rang
up at the POS station.
Cashiering:
All cashiering would require designated distancing in line
Cashiering – students scan their bar code at 7-12 level, LSI staff member will input pin number
for student at 5-6 level, lunch orders will be put in during the morning by staff at the PK-4.
When schools are in the Orange risk level, breakfast and lunch orders will need to be ordered a
day ahead of time for the student to pick up to take home on their last on-site day.
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Food Service Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office
Breakfast and lunch can occur in
the cafeteria with following
guidelines:
Students are spaced
more so they cannot
touch each other
Disinfecting of all items
between transitions

Food service would be normal
but follow procedures set forth
by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main
office
Middle School
Grab and go breakfast (eat in
main commons)

Secondary (9-12)
Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office.
Students will purchase breakfast
and lunch using the barcodes on
their ID cards.
Social distancing when
appropriate.

Students provide LSI staff with
their lunch code, LSI will punch
in the code
Junior High
Students will eat in the
cafeteria, schedule created to
be over 3 lunch periods vs 2
Students will purchase
breakfast and lunch using the
barcodes on their ID cards.

Food Service Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office
Eating in classrooms, small
groups would be allowed to eat in

Middle Level (5-8)
Food service would be normal
but follow procedures set forth
by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main
office

Secondary (9-12)
Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office.
Students will purchase breakfast
and lunch using the barcodes on
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the gym if needed using social
distancing

Middle School
Grab and go breakfast (eat in
main commons)
Students provide LSI staff with
their lunch code, LSI will punch
in the code
Junior High
Students will eat in the
cafeteria, schedule created to
be over 3 lunch periods vs 2

their ID cards.
Possible schedule adjustments
may be made to Panther Lunch
and Foundations of Finance.
Additional eating locations will be
designated for increased social
distancing (i.e. small gym, etc)

Students will purchase
breakfast and lunch using the
barcodes on their ID cards.

Food Service Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office
Eating in classrooms, small
groups would be allowed to eat in
the gym if needed using social
distancing
Take home meals will be
available for home-based
learning.

Middle Level (5-8)
Food service would be normal
but follow procedures set forth
by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main
office
Middle School
Grab and go breakfast (eat in
main commons)
Students provide LSI staff with
their lunch code, LSI will punch
in the code
Junior High
Students will eat in the
cafeteria, schedule created to
be over 3 lunch periods vs 2

Secondary (9-12)
Food service would be normal but
follow procedures set forth by LSI.
No cash at point of sale. Money
may be deposited on account
on-line or through the main office.
Students will purchase breakfast
and lunch using the barcodes on
their ID cards.
Possible schedule adjustments
may be made to Panther Lunch
and Foundations of Finance.
Additional eating locations will be
designated for increased social
distancing (i.e. small gym, etc)
Take home meals will be available
for home-based learning.

Students will purchase
breakfast and lunch using the
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barcodes on their ID cards.
Take home meals will be
available for home-based
learning.

Food Service Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Implement summer food pick up1 day per week if allowed. If not,
daily meal pick up through normal
lunch program procedures.

Implement summer food pick
up- 1 day per week if allowed. If
not, daily meal pick up through
normal lunch program
procedures.

Implement summer food pick up1 day per week if allowed. If not,
daily meal pick up through normal
lunch program procedures.

Cleaning/Disinfecting

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Follow normal cleaning
schedule, add wiping desktops
and chairs off daily

Follow normal cleaning schedule,
add wiping desktops and chairs off
daily

Follow normal cleaning schedule,
add wiping desktops and chairs off
daily

Each certified staff member will
be provided the following for
their classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle
with sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available
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Cleaning/Disinfecting

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Follow normal cleaning
schedule, add wiping desktops
and chairs off daily

Follow normal cleaning schedule,
add wiping desktops and chairs off
daily

Follow normal cleaning schedule,
add wiping desktops and chairs off
daily

Each certified staff member will
be provided the following for
their classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle
with sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

School supplies will not be
shared unless disinfected.

School supplies will not be shared
unless disinfected.

School supplies will not be shared
unless disinfected.

Cleaning/Disinfecting

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Follow an enhanced cleaning
schedule. Items typically done
once a week will be done daily
(i.e. wet mop gym and hallways
daily)
Each certified staff member will
be provided the following for
their classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle
with sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Follow an enhanced cleaning
schedule. Items typically done
once a week will be done daily (i.e.
wet mop gym and hallways daily)
Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

Follow an enhanced cleaning
schedule. Items typically done
once a week will be done daily (i.e.
wet mop gym and hallways daily)
Each certified staff member will be
provided the following for their
classrooms:
● Refillable spray bottle with
sanitizer
● Liquid hand sanitizer
● Paper towels
● Disinfecting wipes if
available

School supplies will not be shared

School supplies will not be shared
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School supplies will not be
shared unless disinfected.
Discourage sharing items of any
kind that are difficult to sanitize
and/or disinfect.
No outside objects brought into
the building unless absolutely
necessary.

unless disinfected.

unless disinfected.

Discourage sharing items of any
kind that are difficult to sanitize
and/or disinfect.

Discourage sharing items of any
kind that are difficult to sanitize
and/or disinfect.

No outside objects brought into the
building unless absolutely
necessary.

No outside objects brought into the
building unless absolutely
necessary.

Cleaning/Disinfecting

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Deep cleaning and sanitation of
the building will occur before
students return

Deep cleaning and sanitation of
the building will occur before
students return

Secondary (9-12)
Deep cleaning and sanitation of
the building will occur before
students return

Social Distancing Protocols
(within classes, within passing periods, dismissals)

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for
buildings (age appropriate) to
assist with social distancing,
washing hands, etc.

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Desk dividers utilized in small
group settings.

General guidelines for
movement/travel throughout the
buildings:
● Designate stairwells as up
and down

Students and staff would travel
throughout the building as
normal.
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●

Individual classroom
dismissal routines (JH
dismiss by hallway
destination from classroom)

Social Distancing Protocols
(within classes, within passing periods, dismissals)

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for
buildings (age appropriate) to
assist with social distancing,
washing hands, etc.

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with
100% attendance.
K-4 will limit crossover of
classroom groups

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with
100% attendance.
General guidelines for
movement/travel throughout the
buildings:
● Designate stairwells as up
and down
● Individual classroom and
dismissal routines (JH
dismiss by hallway
destination from classroom)

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with
100% attendance.
Students would report to their 1st
period classes at 7:45.

Marks will be placed throughout the
building to provide social distancing
as best as possible.

Marks will be placed throughout
the building to provide social
distancing as best as possible.

Marks will be placed throughout
the building to provide social
distancing as best as possible.

Develop two groups. Group A
and Group B. One group is
released 2 minutes early to help
develop social distancing or
reduce traffic during passing
periods.
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Social Distancing Protocols
(within classes, within passing periods, dismissals)

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for buildings
(age appropriate) to assist with
social distancing, washing hands,
etc.

District level- signage for
buildings (age appropriate) to
assist with social distancing,
washing hands, etc.

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Avoid contact. (High Fives, fist
bumps, etc)

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with
50% attendance.
K-4 will limit crossover of
classroom groups

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with 50%
attendance.
General guidelines for
movement/travel throughout the
buildings:
● Designate stairwells as up
and down
● Individual classroom and
dismissal routines (JH
dismiss by hallway
destination from classroom)

Classrooms set up to maximize
social distancing practices with
50% attendance.
Students would report to their 1st
period classes at 7:45.

Marks will be placed throughout the
building to provide social distancing
as best as possible.

Marks will be placed throughout
the building to provide social
distancing as best as possible.

Marks will be placed throughout
the building to provide social
distancing as best as possible.

Develop two groups. Group A
and Group B. One group is
released 2 minutes early to help
develop social distancing or
reduce traffic during passing
periods.

Social Distancing Protocols (within classes, within passing periods,
dismissals)

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Middle Level (5-8)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Secondary (9-12)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.
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Entry/Screening/Exit Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.
Screenings will be documented.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.
Screenings will be documented.

Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure
entrance locations for temperature
check and health screening prior to
entrance.

Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure entrance
locations for temperature check and
health screening prior to entrance.

Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure
entrance locations for
temperature check and health
screening prior to entrance.

Exit through the designated entrance
door.

Have students exit the building as
soon as possible.

Entry/Screening/Exit Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.
Screenings will be documented.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.
Screenings will be documented.

Cloth face masks are required for
staff, students and visitors.

Cloth face masks are required for
staff, students and visitors.

Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure
entrance locations for temperature
check and health screening prior to
entrance.

Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure entrance
locations for temperature check and
health screening prior to entrance.

Cloth face masks are required
for staff, students and visitors.
Visitors may enter through
designated safe and secure
entrance locations for
temperature check and health
screening prior to entrance.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social
distancing.

Exit through the designated entrance
door.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social distancing

Have students exit the building as
soon as possible.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social distancing.

Prepackaged treat/items
allowed
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Entry/Screening/Exit Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Secondary (9-12)

Designate Entrances for
temperature checks and health
screenings. Screenings will be
documented.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.

Designate Entrances for temperature
checks and health screenings.
Screenings will be documented.

Cloth face masks are required
for staff and students.
No visitors unless deemed
necessary.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social
distancing.

Cloth face masks are required for
staff and students.
No visitors unless deemed
necessary.
Exit through the designated entrance
door.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social
distancing.

Cloth face masks are required for
staff and students.
No visitors unless deemed
necessary.
Have students exit the building as
soon as possible.
Encourage parents to stay in
vehicles to promote social distancing.

Entry/Screening/Exit Protocols

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Middle Level (5-8)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Secondary (9-12)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.
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Specials

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low/Stable Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)

Middle Level (5-8)

Specials would proceed as normal
but try to social distance as much
as possible. Limit sharing of
materials.

Specials would proceed as
normal but try to social distance
as much as possible. Limit
sharing of materials.

Secondary (9-12)
Specials would proceed as normal
but try to social distance as much
as possible. Limit sharing of
materials.

Specials

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
PE may hold class outside or in
gyms.

Middle Level (5-8)
Specials would proceed as
normal but try to social distance
as much as possible. Limit
sharing of materials.

Secondary (9-12)
Specials would proceed as normal
but try to social distance as much
as possible. Limit sharing of
materials.

Specials

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
All specials in the classroom.
Students do not travel. Outside
considerations can be made.

Middle Level (5-8)
Specials would proceed as
normal but try to social distance
as much as possible. Limit
sharing of materials.

Secondary (9-12)
Specials would proceed as normal
but try to social distance as much
as possible. Limit sharing of
materials.

2 day specials rotation will be
developed.
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Specials

ELVPHD Covid Red: High/Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Middle Level (5-8)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

Secondary (9-12)
100% e-learning / home-based
learning.

One Specials Lesson provided per
day:
Monday - Music
Tuesday - Art
Wednesday - PE
Thursday - Guidance
Friday - Media

Wellness Subcommittee
Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective reopening of school facilities,
focusing on the areas of student and staff wellness, including physical and emotional health.
Wellness team: Mary Luhr, Blair Brink, Cori Pena, Josi Johnson, Tom Stanton, Shawn Schultz,
Brandy Boschult
Health Wellness- website
● -Screen staff and students as they enter the building daily.
● -Designated triage area to evaluate students prior to entering the health office.
○ -Must have an isolation room and mask (cannot be the health office)
■ -Isolation of Temp. 100 degrees or higher as well as;
■ -other symptoms based on the health dept. guidelines.
● -Clearance with ELVPHD guidelines followed to return.
School based health screening (hearing, vision, etc).
Green- Follow health screening schedule, sanitize equipment between classes.
Yellow Keep current health screening schedule, sanitize equipment between classes.
Orange-Extend health screening schedule, follow social distancing, smaller number of
students in the room at a time, sanitize equipment between each student.
Red-Health screening will not be conducted until we return to Tier 2 for students, will
continue with staff. Sanitize equipment between use.
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Committee: Wellness

Goal: Physical Health--Ensure students and staff are physically healthy to attend school.
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Screen all staff or students that enter
building

Screen all staff or students
that enter building

Screen all staff or students that
enter building

Committee:Wellness

Goal: Physical Health--Ensure students and staff are physically healthy to attend school.
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Screening all staff and students that
enter the building.

Screening all staff and
students that enter the
building.

Screening all staff and students
that enter the building.

Committee: Wellness

Goal: Physical Health--Ensure students and staff are physically healthy to attend school.
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Screening all staff and students that
enter the building.

Screening all staff and
students that enter the
building.

Screening all staff and students
that enter the building.

Follow DHM

Follow DHM
Follow DHM
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Committee: Wellness

Goal: Physical Health--Ensure students and staff are physically healthy to attend school.
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Screening of Staff that enter the
building.

Screening of Staff that enter
the building.

Screening of Staff that enter the
building.

Committee: Wellness

Goal: Mental Health--Ensure students and staff are socially and emotionally supported.
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Community partners and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

Community partners and school
work together on referrals.

SEL resources available to staff and
parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to staff
and parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline
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Committee:Wellness

Goal: Mental Health--Ensure students and staff are socially and emotionally supported.
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Community partners and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

Community partners and school
work together on referrals.

SEL resources available to staff and
parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to staff
and parents.
Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Committee: Wellness

Goal: Mental Health--Ensure students and staff are socially and emotionally supported.
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Community partners and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

Community partners and school
work together on referrals.

May move to telehealth

May move to telehealth

May move to telehealth

SEL resources available to staff and
parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

SEL resources available to staff
and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline
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Committee: Wellness

Goal: Mental Health--Ensure students and staff are socially and emotionally supported.
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Telehealth

Telehealth

Telehealth

SEL resources available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.

SEL resources available to staff
and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Goal: Ongoing--Ensure that students and staff are on track for success socially and
emotionally by the end of the 2022 school year (NDE).
Social Emotional Wellness
Resources: Parents and Staff-Website
Please Pass the Love
Explaining Corona Virus to Children
How to Talk to Children about Coronavirus
Resources for Students/Families on SELF CARE
De-stigmatization of COVID
Resilience strategies for children
Norfolk Family Coalition
Resiliency strategies
Managing COVID 19 Stress
Helping Children Cope with Stress
Direct communication with school district and resources-Website
Report an incident
Norfolk Family Coalition
Nebraska Mental Health Resources
Nebraska Mental Health Hotline 1-800-273-8255
Boys Town National Hotline 1-800-448-3000
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School Information- guidelines to provide support.
● Re-establish contact with therapist within the first two weeks of school whether in person
or remote
● Newly identified at-risk students assessed by school counselors and referred to therapy
through inplace supports, for additional care as needed.
● NPS has a District Crisis Response Team in place.
● Individual buildings have a crisis response team, school counselor, and school nurse.
● Each building has access to a school psychologist, therapist, and school counselor..

Transitions Committee:Erik Wilson (Chair), Deanna Dolezal, Kendra Marshall, Jose
Hernandez, Heather Marotz, Brian Porn

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school
facilities, focusing on the areas of students’ transition from senior high to post-secondary
education.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Secondary (9-12) Plan
2020 Seniors - July diploma pick up will also have a survey for students regarding Post HS
plans. Survey will be sent out with diploma pick up information after July 13th
-Review Clearing House Tracking Data.
-Newsletters
-Scholarship Website
https://sites.google.com/npsne.org/collegeplanning/general-information?authuser=0
-Google Form Questionnaire: How can we help?
-Remind / Twitter / Email
-Virtual College Tours
2021 Seniors - Take Fall ACT test
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Transitions Committee:Erik Wilson (Chair), Deanna Dolezal, Kendra Marshall, Jose Hernandez,
Heather Marotz, Brian Porn

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities,
focusing on the areas of students’ transition from senior high to post-secondary education.

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Secondary (9-12) Plan
2020 Seniors - July diploma pick up will also have a survey for students regarding Post HS plans.
Survey will be sent out with diploma pick up information after July 13th
-Review Clearing House Tracking Data.
-Newsletters
-Scholarship Website
https://sites.google.com/npsne.org/collegeplanning/general-information?authuser=0
-Scheduled Zooms with College Reps (WSC & NECC)
-Google Form Questionnaire: How can we help?
-Zooms with Counselors
-Remind / Twitter / Email
-Virtual College Tours
2021 Seniors - Take Fall ACT test

Transitions Committee Erik Wilson (Chair), Deanna Dolezal, Kendra Marshall, Jose Hernandez,
Heather Marotz, Brian Porn

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school
facilities, focusing on the areas of students’ transition from senior high to post-secondary
education.

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Secondary (9-12) Plan
2020 Seniors - July diploma pick up will also have a survey for students regarding Post HS
plans. Survey will be sent out with diploma pick up information after July 13th
-Review Clearing House Tracking Data.
-Newsletters
-Scholarship Website
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https://sites.google.com/npsne.org/collegeplanning/general-information?authuser=0
-Scheduled Zooms with College Reps (WSC & NECC)
-Google Form Questionnaire: How can we help?
-Zooms with Counselors
-Remind / Twitter / Email
-Virtual College Tours
2021 Seniors - Take Fall ACT test
2021 - Apply to College Day Needs to be addressed
-Guidance Google Classroom
-Colleges may allow entrance without an ACT score

Transitions Committee Erik Wilson (Chair), Deanna Dolezal, Kendra Marshall, Jose Hernandez,
Heather Marotz, Brian Porn

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school
facilities, focusing on the areas of students’ transition from senior high to post-secondary
education.

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Secondary (9-12) Plan
2020 Seniors - July diploma pick up will also have a survey for students regarding Post HS
plans. Survey will be sent out with diploma pick up information after July 13th
-Review Clearing House Tracking Data.
-Newsletters
-Scholarship Website
https://sites.google.com/npsne.org/collegeplanning/general-information?authuser=0
-Scheduled Zooms with College Reps (WSC & NECC)
-Google Form Questionnaire: How can we help?
-Zooms with Counselors
-Remind / Twitter / Email
-Virtual College Tours
2021 Seniors - Take Fall ACT test
2021 - Apply to College Day Needs to be addressed
-Guidance Google Classroom
-Colleges may allow entrance without an ACT score
-Increase Parent/Guardian communication plan to keep students on track with college
admission/scholarship deadlines.
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ACADEMIC GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success academically, socially, and
emotionally by the end of the 2022 school year. (NDE)
An appropriate growth goal will be set within each individual goal area.

ACADEMIC GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K) Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success academically, socially, and
emotionally by the end of the 2022 school year. (NDE)
An appropriate growth goal will be set within each individual goal area.

ACADEMIC GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success academically, socially, and emotionally by
the end of the 2022 school year. (NDE)
An appropriate growth goal will be set within each individual goal area.
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ACADEMIC GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success academically, socially, and emotionally by
the end of the 2022 school year. (NDE)
An appropriate growth goal will be set within each individual goal area.

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success socially and emotionally by the end of the
2022 school year (NDE).
SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success socially and emotionally by the end of the
2022 school year (NDE).
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SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success socially and emotionally by the
end of the 2022 school year (NDE)

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that every student is on track for success socially and emotionally by the
end of the 2022 school year (NDE).

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
All students are assessed using Teaching Strategies GOLD (NDE). Checkpoints
along with ongoing documentation are required to monitor student growth across
developmental age bands in October, February, and May.
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Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
All students are assessed using Teaching Strategies GOLD (NDE). Checkpoints
along with ongoing documentation are required to monitor student growth across
developmental age bands in October, February, and May.

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
All students are assessed using Teaching Strategies GOLD (NDE). Checkpoints
along with ongoing documentation are required to monitor student growth across
developmental age bands in October, February, and May.

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
All students are assessed using Teaching Strategies GOLD (NDE). Checkpoints
along with ongoing documentation are required to monitor student growth across
developmental age bands in October, February, and May.
*NDE may suspend a checkpoint requirement based on lack of direct access to
students.
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INTERVENTION PROG/SERV

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Intervention provided based upon individualized student data provided through
Teaching Strategies GOLD data.
All students with disabilities should receive full access to grade-level core instruction.
Teachers should first offer differentiated supports within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of core instruction) should support, not replace, core instruction
Teachers should regularly monitor progress to identify if changes to their supports
are necessary (using formative and diagnostic assessments).

INTERVENTION PROG/SERV

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Intervention provided based upon individualized student data provided through Teaching
Strategies GOLD data.
All students with disabilities should receive full access to grade-level core instruction.
Teachers should first offer differentiated supports within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of core instruction) should support, not replace, core instruction
Teachers should regularly monitor progress to identify if changes to their supports are
necessary (using formative and diagnostic assessments).
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INTERVENTION PROG/SERV

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Intervention provided based upon individualized student data provided through Teaching
Strategies GOLD data.
All students with disabilities should receive full access to grade-level core instruction.
Teachers should first offer differentiated supports within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of core instruction) should support, not replace, core instruction
Teachers should regularly monitor progress to identify if changes to their supports are
necessary (using formative and diagnostic assessments).

INTERVENTION PROG/SERV

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Grade level lesson design template adhered.
All students with disabilities should receive full access to grade-level core instruction.
Teachers should first offer differentiated supports within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of core instruction) should support, not replace, core instruction
Teachers should regularly monitor progress to identify if changes to their supports are
necessary (using formative and diagnostic assessments).
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
Tier 2 & 3 intervention/specialized instruction on the opposite day of full instruction.
ie. scheduled M/W on T/TH can they come to school for sped/ELL time. This will need
scheduled to support other decisions

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Special EducationIdentification of students through formal assessment once interventions through MTSS
demonstrate need or through parent request.
ELL- ELPA screener is provided to all students identified through Home Language
Survey. N/A
Homeless- identified through district liaison trained through the state.
Illness- screening at door. Individual concerns addressed with team plan.

Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
Tier 2 & 3 intervention/specialized instruction on the opposite day of full instruction. ie.
scheduled M/W on T/TH can they come to school for sped/ELL time. This will need
scheduled to support other decisions

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Special EducationIdentification of students through formal assessment once interventions through MTSS
demonstrate need or through parent request.
ELL- ELPA screener is provided to all students identified through Home Language
Survey. N/A
Homeless- identified through district liaison trained through the state.
Illness- screening at door. Individual concerns addressed with team plan.
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
Tier 2 & 3 intervention/specialized instruction on the opposite day of full instruction. ie.
scheduled M/W on T/TH can they come to school for sped/ELL time. This will need
scheduled to support other decisions

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K) Plan
Special EducationIdentification of students through formal assessment once interventions through MTSS
demonstrate need or through parent request.
ELL- ELPA screener is provided to all students identified through Home Language Survey.
N/A
Homeless- identified through district liaison trained through the state.
Illness- screening at door. Individual concerns addressed with team plan.

Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
Tier 2 & 3 intervention/specialized instruction on the opposite day of full instruction. ie.
scheduled M/W on T/TH can they come to school for sped/ELL time. This will need
scheduled to support other decisions

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Special EducationIdentification of students through formal assessment once interventions through MTSS
demonstrate need or through parent request.
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ELL- ELPA screener is provided to all students identified through Home Language
Survey.
N/A
Homeless- identified through district liaison trained through the state.
Illness- screening at door. Individual concerns addressed with team plan.

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap,
pacing guides)

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that teachers are engaging in intentional curriculum planning that includes the
development of a curriculum map focused on priority learning targets. This should be
followed by all teachers within the same content age grouping (3 year olds and 4 year
olds)
Develop and utilize a curriculum map (pacing plans and suggested calendar) that is
focused on priority learning targets.
Follow developed timeline and process in regards to collecting anecdotal records for
TS GOLD documentation and also complete required TS GOLD checkpoints (October,
February, May)
The assessment data should be reviewed in PLCs in a timely manner.
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Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap,
pacing guides)

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Ensure that teachers are engaging in intentional curriculum planning that includes the
development of a curriculum map focused on priority learning targets. This should be
followed by all teachers within the same content age grouping (3 year olds and 4 year olds)
Develop and utilize a curriculum map (pacing plans and suggested calendar) that is
focused on priority learning targets.
Follow developed timeline and process in regards to collecting anecdotal records for TS
GOLD documentation and also complete required TS GOLD checkpoints (October,
February, May)
The assessment data should be reviewed in PLCs in a timely manner.

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap,
pacing guides)

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Alternating plans:
½ group on Monday and Thursday
½ group on Tuesday and Friday
Wednesday time for review and support as needed.
Daily time when students are present:
Ensure that teachers are engaging in intentional curriculum planning that includes the
development of a curriculum map focused on priority learning targets. This should be
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followed by all teachers within the same content age grouping (3 year olds and 4 year
olds)
Develop and utilize a curriculum map (pacing plans and suggested calendar) that is
focused on priority learning targets.
Follow developed timeline and process in regards to collecting anecdotal records for TS
GOLD documentation and also complete required TS GOLD checkpoints (October,
February, May)
The assessment data should be reviewed in PLCs in a timely manner.
Time allocated for Special Education held on alternating days not in the classroom.

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap,
pacing guides)

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
20 min Literacy
20 min Math
20 min Learning through play
Afternoon Special Education
Utilize Wednesday as day for interventions? TBD
Ensure that teachers are engaging in intentional curriculum planning that includes the
development of a curriculum map focused on priority learning targets. This should be
followed by all teachers within the same content age grouping (3 year olds and 4 year olds)
Develop and utilize a curriculum map (pacing plans and suggested calendar) that is focused
on priority learning targets.
Follow developed timeline and process in regards to collecting anecdotal records for TS
GOLD documentation and also complete required TS GOLD checkpoints (October,
February, May)
The assessment data should be reviewed in PLCs in a timely manner.
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Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Curriculum pacing guide with identified objectives pertinent to literacy, math, and social
emotional development

Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Curriculum pacing guide with identified objectives pertinent to literacy, math, and social
emotional development

Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Curriculum pacing guide with identified objectives pertinent to literacy, math, and
social emotional development
Technology training for teachers and paras to support learning at home
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Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

PRE-K Plan
Curriculum pacing guide with identified objectives pertinent to literacy, math, and social
emotional development
Technology training for teachers and paras to support learning at home

Goal: ACADEMIC GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year
(NDE)
An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAP goal area.

Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set within
each MAPS content
and goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing;
increase # of
CCR level
students
○ Individual
growth goals for
students

JH (7-8) Plan
Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set within
each MAPS content
and goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing,
increase # of CCR
level students
○ Individual growth
goals for students
established and
monitored

Secondary (9-12) Plan
Ensure that every
student is on track for
success academically
by the end of the 2022
school year. (NDE)
Increase the number of
students who are
pursuing a degree or
trade certification upon
graduating from NHS
-

Year to year
growth as
measured in the
spring by
PreACT and
ACT
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established and
monitored

-

-

In year growth
measure by Fall
and Spring
PreACT and
ACT Testing
Continue
working towards
the long term
goal of having
the average of
11th grade
students ACT
results align with
state “Meets”
and “On Track”
ACT
benchmarks. T
 o
meet the
2019-2020
progress toward
ACT benchmark
goal. To achieve
this, we will
need to see an
increase of
0.61points on
the composite
score, 0.20
points in
English, 0.66
points in Math,
0.83 in Reading,
1.05 in Science,
and 0.68 in ELA.
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Goal: ACADEMIC GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Ensure that students
are on track for
success
academically by the
end of the 2022
school year (NDE)
An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set within
each MAP goal area.

Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAPS content and
goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing;
increase # of
CCR level
students
○ Individual growth
goals for
students
established and
monitored

JH (7-8) Plan
Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAPS content and
goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing,
increase # of CCR
level students
○ Individual growth
goals for students
established and
monitored

Secondary (9-12) Plan
Ensure that every
student is on track for
success academically by
the end of the 2022
school year. (NDE)
Increase the number of
students who are
pursuing a degree or
trade certification upon
graduating from NHS
- Year to year growth
as measured in the
spring by PreACT
and ACT
- In year growth
measure by Fall and
Spring PreACT and
ACT Testing
- Continue working
towards the long
term goal of having
the average of 11th
grade students ACT
results align with
state “Meets” and
“On Track” ACT
benchmarks. T
 o
meet the 2019-2020
progress toward
ACT benchmark
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goal. To achieve
this, we will need to
see an increase of
0.61points on the
composite score,
0.20 points in
English, 0.66 points
in Math, 0.83 in
Reading, 1.05 in
Science, and 0.68 in
ELA.

Goal: ACADEMIC GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Ensure that students
are on track for
success
academically by the
end of the 2022
school year (NDE)
An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set within
each MAP goal area.

Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAPS content and
goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing;
increase # of
CCR level
students
○

Individual growth
goals for

JH (7-8) Plan
Ensure that students
are on track for
success academically
by the end of the 2022
school year. (NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set
within each MAPS
content and goal
area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing,
increase # of
CCR level
students

Secondary (9-12) Plan
Ensure that students
are on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE) Increase the
number of students who
are pursuing a degree
or trade certification
upon graduating from
NHS
-

-

Year to year growth
as measured in the
spring by PreACT
and ACT
In year growth
measure by Fall and
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students
established and
monitored

○

Individual
growth goals
for students
established
and monitored

-

Spring PreACT and
ACT Testing
Continue working
towards the long
term goal of
having the
average of 11th
grade students
ACT results align
with state “Meets”
and “On Track”
ACT benchmarks
To meet the
2019-2020
progress toward
ACT benchmark
goal. To achieve
this, we will need
to see an increase
of 0.61points on
the composite
score, 0.20 points
in English, 0.66
points in Math,
0.83 in Reading,
1.05 in Science,
and 0.68 in ELA.
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Goal: ACADEMIC GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Ensure that students
are on track for
success academically
by the end of the
2022 school year
(NDE)
An appropriate
academic growth
goal will be set within
each MAP goal area.

Ensure that students are
on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAPS content and
goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing,
increase # of
CCR level
students
○ Individual growth
goals for
students
established and
monitored
● If MAPS testing is not
able to be completed,
students will show
proficiency of learning
targets from evidence
collected on common
formative and
summative
assessments.

JH (7-8) Plan
Ensure that every student
is on track for success
academically by the end
of the 2022 school year.
(NDE)
● An appropriate
academic growth goal
will be set within each
MAPS content and
goal area.
○ Decrease # of
students
developing,
increase # of CCR
level students
○ Individual growth
goals for students
established and
monitored
● If MAPS testing is not
able to be completed,
students will show
proficiency of learning
targets from evidence
collected on common
formative and
summative
assessment

Secondary (9-12) Plan
Ensure that every
student is on track for
success academically
by the end of the
2022 school year.
(NDE) Increase the
number of students
who are pursuing a
degree or trade
certification upon
graduating from NHS
- Year to year
growth as
measured in the
spring by PreACT
and ACT
- In year growth
measure by Fall
and Spring
PreACT and ACT
Testing
- Continue working
towards the long
term goal of having
the average of
11th grade
students ACT
results align with
state “Meets” and
“On Track” ACT
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benchmarks. T
 o
meet the
2019-2020
progress toward
ACT benchmark
goal. To achieve
this, we will need
to see an increase
of 0.61points on
the composite
score, 0.20 points
in English, 0.66
points in Math,
0.83 in Reading,
1.05 in Science,
and 0.68 in ELA.

Goal: SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.
SEL resources available to
staff and parents.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources available
to staff and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline
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Goal: SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.
SEL resources available to
staff and parents.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources available
to staff and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Goal: SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.SEL resources
available to staff and parents.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners
and school work
together on referrals.

Community partners and
school work together on
referrals.

May move to telehealth

May move to telehealth

May move to telehealth

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources available
to staff and parents.

May move to telehealth

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline
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Goal: SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL GOAL
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.
Telehealth

Telehealth

Telehealth

Telehealth

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources
available to staff and
parents.

SEL resources available to
staff and parents.

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Report an Incident
Nebraska Hotline

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
PLC/Assessment Sched 20-21

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

MAP Fluency K-4 within the
first 15 days
MAP GROWTH - Open
window within first 14-21
days. Completion within the
district window.
Utilize pre-assessments for
instruction, where developed
and appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Nebraska Reads Act-MAP
Fluency

Open window to MAP
Growth within the
first 14-21 days.
Completion within the
district window.

Open window to MAP Test 9-11th Grade
Growth within the
Students in the first 30
first 14-21 days.
days
Completion within the
- PreACT 8/9 - 9th
district window.
Grade

MAP Fluency if a
student scores under
the 40th %ile in
Reading MAP
Growth (5th Grade
only).

Utilize
pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.

Utilize
pre-assessments for

Common formative
(homework, quizzes,

-

Pre ACT 10th
Grade
PreACT 11th
Grade

Testing day schedule will
be utilized - Seniors will
test ACT on a different
day
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instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and
utilized for each unit
and/or target within
each content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e.
Exit Tickets,
homework,
discussions, polls)
utilized as evidence
of student learning
and for progress
monitoring.
Expectation for the
review of common
formative and
summative
assessment data as
a curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and
utilized for each unit
and/or target within
each content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e.
Exit Tickets,
homework,
discussions, polls)
utilized as evidence
of student learning
and for progress
monitoring.
Expectation to review
common formative
and summative
assessment data as
a curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

●

●

●

Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e.
Exit Tickets,
homework,
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence of
student learning and
for progress
monitoring.
Expectation to review
common formative
and summative
assessment data as a
curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
PLC/Assessment Sched 20-21

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan
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MAP Fluency K-4 within
the first 15 days
MAP GROWTH - Open
window within first 14-21
days. Completion within
the district window.
Utilize pre-assessments
for instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Nebraska Reads
Act-MAP Fluency

Open window to MAP
Growth within the first
14-21 days.
Completion within the
district window.

Open window to MAP
Growth within the first
14-21 days.
Completion within the
district window.

MAP Fluency if a
student scores under
the 40th %ile in
Reading MAP Growth
(5th Grade only).

Utilize
pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.

Utilize
pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e. Exit
Tickets, homework,
discussions, polls)
utilized as evidence of
student learning and for
progress monitoring.
Expectation for the
review of common
formative and
summative assessment
data as a curricular
group in order to
implement
interventions and guide
instruction.

Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.

Test 9-11th Grade
Students in the first 30
days
- PreACT 8/9 - 9th
Grade
- Pre ACT 10th
Grade
- PreACT 11th
Grade
Testing day schedule will
be utilized - Seniors will
test ACT on a different
day
●

Additional checks for
understanding (i.e. Exit ●
Tickets, homework,
discussions, polls)
utilized as evidence of
student learning and for
progress monitoring.
Expectation to review
common formative and
summative assessment
data as a curricular
group in order to
implement
interventions and guide
instruction.

●

Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e. Exit
Tickets, homework,
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence of
student learning and
for progress
monitoring.
Expectation to review
common formative and
summative
assessment data as a
curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.
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Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
PLC/Assessment Sched 20-21

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

MAP Fluency K-4 within the
first 30 days
MAP GROWTH - Open
window within the first 30-45
days. Completion within the
district window.
Utilize pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and appropriate,
with SEL being a priority.

Open window to MAP
Growth within the first
30-45 days.
Completion within the
district window.

Open MAP Growth
window within the first
30-45 days of
instruction. Completion
within the district
window.

MAP Fluency if a
student scores under
the 40th %ile in
Reading MAP Growth
(5th Grade only).
Utilize
pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.

Utilize
pre-assessments for
instruction, where
developed and
appropriate, with SEL
being a priority.
Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and utilized
for each unit and/or
target within each
content area.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
Test 9-11th Grade
Students in the first 30
days
- PreACT 8/9 - 9th
Grade
- Pre ACT 10th
Grade
- PreACT 11th
Grade
Testing day schedule
will be utilized - Seniors
will test ACT on a
different day
**Schedule will be
influenced by social
distancing guidelines
and directives from
ACT**
●

Additional checks for
understanding (i.e. Exit
Tickets, homework,
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence of
Additional checks for
student learning and
understanding (i.e. Exit for progress
●
Tickets, homework,
monitoring.
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence of Expectation to review
student learning and
common formative and
for progress
summative

Common formative
(homework, quizzes,
Exit Tickets, etc.)
and summative
assessments
developed and
utilized for each unit
and/or target within
each content area.
Additional checks for
understanding (i.e.
Exit Tickets,
homework,
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence
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monitoring.
Expectation for the
review of common
formative and
summative
assessment data as a
curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

assessment data as a
curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

●

of student learning
and for progress
monitoring.
Expectation to
review common
formative and
summative
assessment data as
a curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

Goal: ASSESSMENT PLAN
PLC/Assessment Sched 20-21

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Weekly formative assessment
data based on grade-level
determination. State
requirement changes may
determine operation in the
school year.

Weekly common
formative
assessments
(quizzes, check for
understanding, Exit
Tickets, homework,
journals, etc.) aligned
to priority learning
targets.

Weekly common
formative
assessments based
on grade-level
determination
(quizzes, check for
understanding, Exit
Tickets, homework,
journals, etc.)

Test 9-11th Grade
Students in the first 30
days
- PreACT 8/9 - 9th
Grade
- Pre ACT 10th
Grade
- PreACT 11th
Grade

Target and/or unit
based common
summative
assessments as
determined by grade
level/content area.

Target and/or unit
based summative
assessments as
determined by grade
level.

Testing day schedule
will be utilized - Seniors
will test ACT on a
different day

**Schedule will be
Expectation to review influenced by social
Expectation for the
common formative
distancing guidelines
review of common
and summative
and directives from
formative and
assessment data as a ACT**
summative
curricular group in
assessment data as a order to implement
● Common formative
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curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

interventions and
guide instruction.

●

●

(homework,
quizzes, Exit
Tickets, etc.) and
summative
assessments
developed and
utilized for each unit
and/or target within
each content area.
Additional checks
for understanding
(i.e. Exit Tickets,
homework,
discussions, polls).
utilized as evidence
of student learning
and for progress
monitoring.
Expectation to
review common
formative and
summative
assessment data as
a curricular group in
order to implement
interventions and
guide instruction.

Goal: INTERVENTION PROG/SERV
The contact/small group is contingent upon facility & operation decisions.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

NPS MTSS Decision
rules, building/grade level
schedules adhered.
Intervention provided
based upon individualized
student MAP data.

NPS MTSS Decision
Rules adhered to.
WIN Time and
ENCORE Reading will
be utilized for
interventions and
enrichment based upon

JH (7-8) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
core instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
grade level core
instruction.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
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Nebraska Reads
Act-MAP Fluency

All students with
disabilities should receive
full access to grade-level
core instruction.
Teachers should first offer
differentiated supports
within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace, core
instruction
Teachers should regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic assessments).

MAPS, diagnostic, and
classroom assessment
data.
All students with
disabilities will receive
full access to core
instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.
Teachers will first offer
differentiated supports
and interventions within
the core instruction
block.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic
assessments).
ELO time will be utilized
for interventions and
enrichment.

Teachers will regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to
their supports are
necessary (using
formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

supports within core
instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace,
core instruction
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic
assessments).
Staff members should
follow the building
Academic Assistance
process with individual
students
Intervention time will
be made available
during ELO during
regular scheduled times
or on Wednesday in
phase 2 and 3.
All students will be
allowed to reassess on
summative assessments
by completing the
reassessment process
with their teacher.
Some assessment
guidelines may be
modified in phase 2 and
3

Goal: INTERVENTION PROG/SERV
The contact/small group is contingent upon facility & operation decisions.
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ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

NPS MTSS Decision rules,
building/grade level
schedules adhered.
Intervention provided based
upon individualized student
MAP data.
Nebraska Reads Act-MAP
Fluency

NPS MTSS Decision
Rules adhered to.

All students with disabilities
should receive full access to
grade-level core instruction.
Teachers should first offer
differentiated supports
within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of core
instruction) should support,
not replace, core instruction
Teachers should regularly
monitor progress to identify
if changes to their supports
are necessary (using
formative and diagnostic
assessments).

WIN Time and
ENCORE Reading will
be utilized for
interventions and
enrichment based upon
MAPS, diagnostic, and
classroom assessment
data.
All students with
disabilities will receive
full access to core
instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.

JH (7-8) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
core instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

Secondary (9-12) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
grade level core
instruction.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace,
core instruction

Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
Teachers will first offer
changes to their
differentiated supports
supports are necessary
and interventions within ELO time will be
(using formative and
the core instruction
utilized for interventions diagnostic
block.
and enrichment.
assessments).
Teachers will regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to
their supports are
necessary (using
formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

Staff members should
follow the building
Academic Assistance
process with individual
students
Intervention time will
be made available
during ELO during
regular scheduled times
or on Wednesday in
phase 2 and 3.
All students will be
allowed to reassess on
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summative
assessments by
completing the
reassessment process
with their teacher.
Some assessment
guidelines may be
modified in phase 2
and 3

Goal: INTERVENTION PROG/SERV
The contact/small group is contingent upon facility & operation decisions.

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

NPS MTSS Decision rules,
building/grade level
schedules adhered based
upon NPS district
decisions. Intervention
provided based upon
individualized student MAP
data.

NPS MTSS Decision
Rules adhered to.

All students with
disabilities should receive
full access to grade-level
core instruction.
Teachers should first offer
differentiated supports
within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace, core
instruction

ENCORE Reading will
be utilized for reading
intervention based upon
MAPS, diagnostic, and
classroom assessment
data.
ELO will be utilized as
time for additional
interventions as
appropriate.
All students with
disabilities will receive
full access to core
instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.

JH (7-8) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
core instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

Secondary (9-12) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
grade level core
instruction.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace,
core instruction
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
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Teachers should regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic assessments).

Teachers will first offer
differentiated supports
and interventions within
the core instruction
block.
Teachers will regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to
their supports are
necessary (using
formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

ELO time will be utilized
for interventions and
enrichment.
Student case managers
will monitor student
progress with online
learning and provide
personalized
interventions as
needed.

Student case managers
will monitor student
progress with online
learning and provide
personalized
interventions as needed

diagnostic
assessments).
Staff members should
follow the building
Academic Assistance
process with individual
students
Intervention time will
be made available
during ELO during
regular scheduled times
or on Wednesday in
phase 2 and 3.
All students will be
allowed to reassess on
summative assessments
by completing the
reassessment process
with their teacher.
Some assessment
guidelines may be
modified in phase 2 and
3

Goal: INTERVENTION PROG/SERV
The contact/small group is contingent upon facility & operation decisions.

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan
Grade level lesson design
template adhered (1st 4
weeks completed and
placed in shared drive).

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
core instruction while
receiving needed
All students with disabilities accommodations and
should receive full access to modifications.

JH (7-8) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
core instruction while
receiving needed
accommodations and
modifications.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
All students with
disabilities should
receive full access to
grade level core
instruction.
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grade-level core
instruction.
Teachers should first offer
differentiated supports
within core instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace, core
instruction
Teachers should regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic assessments).

Teachers will offer
differentiated supports
and interventions.
Teachers will regularly
monitor progress to
identify if changes to
their supports are
necessary (using
formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their
supports are necessary
(using formative and
diagnostic
assessments).

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Intervention (outside of
core instruction) should
support, not replace,
core instruction

Teachers should
regularly monitor
progress to identify if
changes to their supports
Student case managers
will monitor student
Student case managers are necessary (using
formative and diagnostic
progress with online
will monitor student
assessments).
learning and provide
progress with online
personalized
interventions as
needed.

learning and provide
personalized
interventions as
needed.

Staff members should
follow the building
Academic Assistance
process with individual
students
Intervention time will be
made available during
ELO during regular
scheduled times or on
Wednesday in phase 2
and 3.
All students will be
allowed to reassess on
summative assessments
by completing the
reassessment process
with their teacher. Some
assessment guidelines
may be modified in
phase 2 and 3
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Special EducationIdentification of students
through formal assessment
once interventions through
MTSS demonstrate need or
through parent request.

Special EducationIdentification of
students through
formal assessment
once interventions
through MTSS
demonstrate need or
through parent
request.

Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.

Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.

ELL- ELPA screener is
provided to all
students identified
through Home
Language Survey.

Supports and
resources will be
provided and accessed
for students based on
their identified need.
(ELL, SPED, Homeless,
Migrant, Illness, etc)

Supports and resources
will be provided and
accessed for students
based on their
identified need. (ELL,
SPED, Homeless,
Migrant, Illness, etc)

ELL- ELPA screener is
provided to all students
identified through Home
Language Survey.
Homeless- identified through
district liaison trained
through the state.
Illness- screening at door.
Individual concerns
addressed with team plan.

Homeless- identified
through district liaison
trained through the
state.

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Illness- screening at
door. Individual
concerns addressed
with team plan.
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Special EducationIdentification of students
through formal assessment
once interventions through
MTSS demonstrate need or
through parent request.

Special EducationIdentification of students
through formal
assessment once
interventions through
MTSS demonstrate
need or through parent
request.

ELL- ELPA screener is
provided to all students
identified through Home
Language Survey.
Homeless- identified
through district liaison
trained through the state.
Illness- screening at door.
Individual concerns
addressed with team plan.

ELL- ELPA screener is
provided to all students
identified through Home
Language Survey.
Homeless- identified
through district liaison
trained through the
state.
Illness- screening at
door. Individual
concerns addressed
with team plan.

JH (7-8) Plan
Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.
Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Supports and resources
will be provided and
accessed for students
based on their identified
need. (ELL, SPED,
Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc.

Secondary (9-12)
Plan
Students will receive
access to
grade-level core
instruction.
Teachers should
first offer
differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Supports and
resources will be
provided and
accessed for
students based on
their identified need.
(ELL, SPED,
Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc)
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Special EducationIdentification of students
through formal assessment
once interventions through
MTSS demonstrate need or
through parent request.

Special EducationIdentification of
students through
formal assessment
once interventions
through MTSS
demonstrate need or
through parent
request.

ELL- ELPA screener is
provided to all students
identified through Home
Language Survey.
Homeless- identified through
district liaison trained through
the state.
Illness- screening at door.
Individual concerns addressed
with team plan.

ELL- ELPA screener
is provided to all
students identified
through Home
Language Survey.
Homeless- identified
through district liaison
trained through the
state.

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.

Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Supports and
resources will be
provided and
accessed for
students based on
their identified need.
(ELL, SPED,
Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.
Supports and resources
will be provided and
accessed for students
based on their identified
need. (ELL, SPED,
Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc)

Illness- screening at
door. Individual
concerns addressed
with team plan.
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Goal: ID OF VULNERABLE ST’S (Sped, ELL, Homeless, Migrant, Illness, etc)
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Special EducationIdentification of students through
formal assessment once
interventions through MTSS
demonstrate need or through
parent request.

Special EducationIdentification of
students through
formal assessment
once interventions
through MTSS
demonstrate need
or through parent
request.

ELL- ELPA screener is provided
to all students identified through
Home Language Survey.
Homeless- identified through
district liaison trained through the
state.
Illness- screening at door.
Individual concerns addressed
with team plan.

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Students will
receive access to
grade-level core
instruction.

Students will receive
access to grade-level
core instruction.

Teachers should
first offer
differentiated
supports within core
instruction.

Teachers should first
offer differentiated
supports within core
instruction.

Supports and
resources will be
provided and
accessed for
students based on
their identified need.
(ELL, SPED,
Homeless- identified Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc.
through district
liaison trained
through the state.
ELL- ELPA
screener is provided
to all students
identified through
Home Language
Survey.

Supports and resources
will be provided and
accessed for students
based on their identified
need. (ELL, SPED,
Homeless, Migrant,
Illness, etc)

Illness- screening at
door. Individual
concerns addressed
with team plan.

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap, pacing guides)
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12)
Plan
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Rdg: Whole Group: 30-60
min., Small Group: 60 max.
Writing: 60 min.
Mathematics: 60 min.
Science/SS: 30-45 min.
2xweek
Specials:
PE-25-30 min.
Art-25-30 min.
Music-25-30 min.
Library/Media-25-30 min.
Guidance-25-30 min.
Ensure that schools and
teachers are engaging in
intentional curriculum
planning that includes the
development of a curriculum
map focused on priority
learning targets. This should
be followed by all teachers
within the same content
area/grade level.
Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is focused on
priority learning targets.
Develop and utilize a
schedule of common
assessments for each grade
level/curriculum area.
The assessment data should
be reviewed in PLCs in a
timely manner.

Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets and
integrates missed
learning.
Create and publish a
weekly digital planner.

Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets and
integrates missed
learning.

●

The regular class
schedule will be
followed. Please note
Regular class
that current guidelines
●
schedules will be
from the NDE and CDC
followed.
limit class sizes to 30
students. Some of our
Current guidelines from specials/elective
the NDE and CDC limit courses exceed these
class sizes to 30
numbers. We are
students. Our band,
working on a plan for
choir, and orchestra
addressing this.
classes exceed these
numbers. We are
Following the district
●
working on a plan for
recommended
addressing this.
practices, utilize
Google Classroom (or
Utilize Google
other approved online
●
Classroom (or other
learning platform) to
approved online
integrate online
learning platform)
learning into the regular
following district
class routine.
recommendation
practices to integrate
online learning into the
regular class routine

Develop and
utilize a
curriculum map
(pacing plans
and suggested
calendar) that is
focused on
priority learning
targets and
integrates
missed learning.
Teams will need
to assess and
adjust curriculum
map to
compensate for
lost instruction
within a 3 year
academic
pathway
The regular class
schedule will be
followed.
Following the
district
recommended
practices, utilize
Google
Classroom (or
other approved
online learning
platform) to
integrate online
learning into the
regular class
routine.
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Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap, pacing guides)
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Rdg: Whole Group: 30-60
min., Small Group: 60
max.
Writing: 60 min.
Mathematics: 60 min.
Science/SS: 30-45 min.
2xweek
Specials:
PE-25-30 min.
Art-25-30 min.
Music-25-30 min.
Library/Media-25-30 min.
Guidance-25-30 min.

Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets and
integrates missed
learning.

Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets and
integrates missed
learning.

Create and publish a
weekly digital planner.

The regular class
schedule will be
followed. Please note
that current guidelines
from the NDE and CDC
limit class sizes to 30
students. Some of our
specials/elective
courses exceed these
numbers. We are
working on a plan for
addressing this.

Ensure that schools and
teachers are engaging in
intentional curriculum
planning that includes the
development of a
curriculum map focused
on priority learning
targets. This should be
followed by all teachers
within the same content
area/grade level.
Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is focused
on priority learning
targets.

Regular class
schedules will be
followed.
Current guidelines from
the NDE and CDC limit
class sizes to 30
students. Our band,
choir, and orchestra
classes exceed these
numbers. We are
working on a plan for
addressing this.
Utilize Google
Classroom (or other
approved online
learning platform)
following district
recommendation
practices to integrate
online learning into the
regular class routine

Following the district
recommended
practices, utilize Google
Classroom (or other
approved online
learning platform) to
integrate online learning
into the regular class
routine.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
●

Develop and
utilize a
curriculum map
(pacing plans and
suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets
and integrates
missed learning.

●

Teams will need
to assess and
adjust curriculum
map to
compensate for
lost instruction
within a 3 year
academic
pathway

●

The regular class
schedule will be
followed.

●

Following the
district
recommended
practices, utilize
Google
Classroom (or
other approved
online learning
platform) to
integrate online
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learning into the
regular class
routine.

Develop and utilize a
schedule of common
assessments for each
grade level/curriculum
area.
The assessment data
should be reviewed in
PLCs in a timely manner.

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap, pacing guides)
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Rdg: Whole Group: 30-60
min., Small Group: 30-60 min.
Writing: 60 min.
Mathematics: 60 min.
Science/SS: 30-45 min.
1xweek
Specials: Building/Grade
Level schedules:
PE-25-30 min.
Art-25-30 min.
Music-25-30 min.
Library/Media-25-30 min.
Guidance-25-30 min.

Develop and utilize
an adjusted
curriculum map
(pacing plans and
suggested calendar)
that is focused on
priority learning
targets and
integrates missed
learning.

Develop and utilize
an adjusted
curriculum map
(pacing plans and
suggested
calendar) that is
focused on priority
learning targets
and integrates
missed learning.

●

Develop and utilize
an adjusted
curriculum map
(pacing plans and
suggested calendar)
that is focused on
priority learning
targets and
integrates missed
learning.

Create and publish a
weekly digital
planner.

Students will attend
school two days
per week following
their regular
schedule and have
online learning

●

Teams will need to
assess and adjust
curriculum map to
compensate for lost
instruction within a 3
year academic
pathway

Follow district

Time allocated for ELL, Special
recommendation
Education, Intervention, HAL

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan
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held on alternating days not in
the classroom.

practices for Google
Classroom.

Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing plans
and suggested calendar) that
is focused on priority learning
targets.

If a two day a week
plan is followed.
Students will attend
school two days per
week following their
regular schedule and
have online learning
three days per week.

Develop and utilize a schedule
of common assessments for
each grade level/curriculum
area.
The assessment data should
be reviewed in PLCs in a
timely manner.

In a regular
schedule, students
at the MS attend
their Specials
classes such as
PE/Health, music,
art, and
digital/technology on
a rotating basis
throughout the week.
We are working on a
plan that would allow
students to still
experience each of
these classes. Once
again, our band,
orchestra and choir
classes are larger in
size and the
guidance from the
Department of
Education and the
CDC will dictate how
those classes will
look.
Group 1
● Mon/Thurs in school

three days per
week

●

Students will attend
school two days per
week following their
regular schedule and
Group 1
have online learning
● Mon/Thurs three days per week
in school
Group 1
● Tues/Wed/F
● Mon/Thurs - in
ri - remote
school
learning
● Tues/Wed/Fri Group 2
remote learning
● Tuesday/Fri Group 2
day - in
● Tuesday/Friday school
in school
● Mon/Wed/T
● Mon/Wed/Thurs hurs remote learning
remote
Wednesday learning
● Interventions,
Wednesday support, and
● Intervention
PLC’s
s, support,
● Remote learning
and PLC’s
day for all
● Remote
students
learning day
for all
In-Class Learning Days
students
● Focus on student
centered
In-Class Learning
instruction
Days
aligned to priority
● Focus on
learning targets
student
● Provide direction
centered
and guidance for
instruction
remote learning
aligned to
day activities
priority
● Review remote
learning
learning activities
targets
and provide
● Provide
feedback for all
direction
instructional
and
activities
guidance
Remote Learning Days
for remote
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●

Tues/Wed/Fri
- remote
learning
Group 2
● Tuesday/Frid
ay - in school
● Mon/Wed/Th
urs - remote
learning
Wednesday ● Interventions,
support, and
PLC’s
● Remote
learning day
for all
students
In-Class Learning
Days
● Focus on
student
centered
instruction
aligned to
priority
learning
targets
● Provide
direction and
guidance for
remote
learning day
activities
● Review
remote
learning
activities and
provide
feedback for
all
instructional
activities

learning day
activities
● Review
remote
learning
activities
and provide
feedback
for all
instructional
activities
Remote Learning
Days
● 15-20
minutes per
class
(instructiona
l videos,
Hyper
Docs,
discussion
posts,
formative
assessment
s,
collaborativ
e work, etc.)
● 1-3
assignment
s per week
on average
● Intervention
/support
sessions
may be held
on
Wednesday
.
● Follow
district
recommend
ed practices

●

●

●

●

20 minutes per
class maximum
(Independent
practice, Hyper
Docs, discussion
posts, formative
assessments,
collaborative
work, etc.)
Intervention/supp
ort sessions may
be held on
Wednesdays.
Follow district
recommended
practices for
Google
Classroom
Post a weekly
agenda and
provide a
checklist for work
to be completed
that week
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Remote Learning
Days
● 15-20
minutes per
class
(instructional
videos, Hyper
Docs,
discussion
posts,
formative
assessments,
collaborative
work, etc.)
● 1-3
assignments
per week on
average
● Intervention/s
upport
sessions may
be held on
Wednesdays.
● Provide
learning
packets for
students who
do not have
internet
access

●

●

for Google
Classroom
Provide
learning
packets for
students
who do not
have
internet
access
Post a
weekly
agenda and
provide a
checklist for
work to be
completed
that week

Goal: CURRICULUM PLANNING (Support academic goal, plans for closing gap, pacing guides)
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Rdg: 20-25 min. daily
Writing: 20-25 min.daily

Develop and utilize an
adjusted curriculum map
(pacing plans and
suggested calendar) that

JH (7-8) Plan
Develop and utilize an
adjusted curriculum
map (pacing plans and
suggested calendar)

Secondary (9-12) Plan
●

Develop and
utilize an adjusted
curriculum map
(pacing plans and
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Mathematics: 20-25
min. daily
Science/SS: 20-25 min.
daily 2xweek
Afternoon (ELL, Special
Education, Intervention,
HAL, and Specials).
Utilize Wednesday as a
day for interventions?
TBD
Develop and utilize a
curriculum map (pacing
plans and suggested
calendar) that is focused
on priority learning
targets.
Develop and utilize a
schedule of common
assessments for each
grade level/curriculum
area.
The assessment data
should be reviewed in
PLCs in a timely manner.
Packet information sent
home would be returned
and feedback provided
on work completion.

is focused on priority
learning targets and
integrates missed
learning.

that is focused on
priority learning targets
and integrates missed
learning.

Create and publish a
weekly digital planner.

Scenario D - Remote
Learning Only
Post a weekly agenda
and provide a checklist
for work to be
completed that week.

Follow district
recommendation
practices for Google
Classroom.
Scenario D - Remote
Learning Only

Provide learning
packets for students
who do not have
internet access.

Provide learning packets
for students who do not
have internet access.
Follow district
recommended practices
for Google Classroom

Follow district
recommended
practices for Google
Classroom

Approximately 20
minutes per class per
day (direct instruction,
instructional videos,
Hyper Docs, discussion
posts, formative
assessments,
collaborative work, etc.)

Approximately 20
minutes per class per
day (direct instruction,
instructional videos,
Hyper Docs, discussion
posts, formative
assessments,
collaborative work, etc.)

1-3 assignments per
week on average
(depends upon size and
purpose of assignments,
quality over quantity)

1-3 assignments per
week on average
(depends upon size
and purpose of
assignments, quality
over quantity)

Plan for one main Zoom
session each week and
set up other Zoom
meetings as needed for
student support

Plan for one main
Zoom session each
week and set up other
Zoom meetings as
needed for student

suggested
calendar) that is
focused on
priority learning
targets and
integrates missed
learning.
●

Teams will need
to assess and
adjust curriculum
map to
compensate for
lost instruction
within a 3 year
academic
pathway

●

Students and
teachers will
follow a similar
instructional
schedule to
phase two with
two days per
week focused on
more interactive
instruction and
two days per
week focused on
independent
practice.
Wednesday will
be open to
Interventions,
support, and
PLC’s

Scenario D Remote Learning
Only
● Post a weekly
agenda and
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(teachers should work
within their teams to
develop a schedule for
Zoom meetings).
Intermittent Closures
A regular schedule will
be followed when
students are in the
school.
When the school building
is closed to students,
follow recommendations
for Scenario D.

support (teachers
should work within their
teams to develop a
schedule for Zoom
meetings).
Intermittent Closures
A regular schedule will
be followed when
students are in the
school.
When the school
building is closed to
students, follow
recommendations for
Scenario D.

provide a
checklist for work
to be completed
that week.
● Follow district
recommended
practices for
Google
Classroom
● Students should
be asked to spend
a maximum of 2.5
hours working per
class per week
(this is roughly the
same amount of
time students will
be engaged in
class activities in
tier 2). This
includes all
learning activities
(direct instruction,
instructional
videos,
independent
practice, Hyper
Docs, discussion
posts, formative
assessments,
collaborative work,
etc.).
● Zoom meetings as
needed for direct
instruction, student
support (Time
blocks will be set
aside for each
class period in the
following way:
Day 1
9:00-10:00 Period 1
10:00-11:00 Period 3
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1:00-2:00 Period 5
2:00-3:00 Period 7
Day 2
9:00-10:00 Period 2
10:00-11:00 Period 4
1:00-2:00 Period 6
2:00-3:00 Period 8
Intermittent
Closures
● A regular
schedule will be
followed when
students are in
the school.
● When the school
building is closed
to students, follow
recommendations
for Scenario D.

Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Curriculum Pacing Guide for
core curricular areas (Math,
Reading, Writing, Science,
Social Studies) with Admin
and future grade-level PLC
conversations.
Technology for
paraprofessionals to support
student learning.
Pre-assessment and
Instruction Professional
Development-MAP Fluency

Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans.
Continued
professional
development centered
on remote learning
platforms and tools.

JH (7-8) Plan
Continued
professional
development centered
around remote
learning platforms and
tools.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
TnL and NHS
administration will
establish a yearly
schedule for curriculum
cycles - Teachers will
will receive guidance
on Target Based
Instruction and
Assessment
●

Continued
guidance on
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and Growth

Continued
professional
development for Sped
and ELL teachers for
guidance on
supporting students in
a remote learning
situation.

creating and
adjusting
curriculum maps
and plans.

Guidance in
developing
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google
Forms.

●

Continued
professional
development
centered on remote
learning platforms
and tools.

●

Continued
professional
development for
Sped and ELL
teachers for
guidance on
supporting students
in a remote
learning situation.

●

Time to develop
appropriate remote
learning
assessments
beyond Google
Forms.

●

Continued support
for teachers in
reviewing prior
ASPIRE, PreACT &
ACT data
especially
PLC/curricular
groups.

Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
MAPS data especially
PLC/curricular groups.
Tech training for paras
who may be
supporting students
remotely.

Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

JH (7-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan
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Curriculum Pacing Guide for
core curricular areas (Math,
Reading, Writing, Science,
Social Studies) with Admin and
future grade-level PLC
conversations.
Technology for
paraprofessionals to support
student learning.
Pre-assessment and
Instruction Professional
Development-MAP Fluency
and Growth

Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans.
Continued
professional
development
centered on remote
learning platforms
and tools.
Continued
professional
development for
Sped and ELL
teachers for guidance
on supporting
students in a remote
learning situation.
Guidance in
developing
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google
Forms.
Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
MAPS data especially
PLC/curricular
groups.

Continued
professional
development
centered around
remote learning
platforms and tools.
Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans

TnL and NHS
administration will
establish a yearly
schedule for curriculum
cycles - Teachers will
will receive guidance on
Target Based
Instruction and
Assessment
●

Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans.

●

Continued
professional
development
centered on remote
learning platforms
and tools.

●

Continued
professional
development for
Sped and ELL
teachers for
guidance on
supporting students
in a remote learning
situation.

●

Time to develop
appropriate remote
learning
assessments
beyond Google
Forms.

●

Continued support
for teachers in
reviewing prior
ASPIRE, PreACT &
ACT data especially
PLC/curricular
groups.

Tech training for
paras who may be
supporting students
remotely.
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Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Small Group Teaching
Pre-assessment and
Instruction Professional
Development-MAP
Fluency and Growth

Continued guidance on
creating and adjusting
curriculum maps and
plans.
Continued professional
development centered
on remote learning
platforms and tools.
Continued professional
development for Sped
and ELL teachers for
guidance on supporting
students in a remote
learning situation.
Guidance in developing
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google Forms.
Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
MAPS data especially
PLC/curricular groups.

JH (7-8) Plan
Continued
professional
development
centered around
remote learning
platforms and tools.
Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans
Continued guidance
for SPED and ELL
teachers on how to
best support
students during a
remote learning
situation

Secondary (9-12) Plan
TnL and NHS administration
will establish a yearly
schedule for curriculum
cycles - Teachers will will
receive guidance on Target
Based Instruction and
Assessment
●

Continued guidance on
creating and adjusting
curriculum maps and
plans.

●

Continued professional
development centered
on remote learning
platforms and tools.

●

Continued professional
development for Sped
and ELL teachers for
guidance on supporting
students in a remote
learning situation.

●

Time to develop
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google Forms.

●

Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
prior ASPIRE, PreACT
& ACT data especially
PLC/curricular groups.

Time and guidance
to develop
appropriate remote
learning
assessments.

Tech training for paras
who may be supporting
students remotely.
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Goal: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

Elementary (K-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8)
Plan

Small Group Teaching
Pre-assessment and
Instruction Professional
Development-MAP Fluency
and Growth

Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans.
Continued
professional
development
centered on remote
learning platforms
and tools.
Continued
professional
development for
Sped and ELL
teachers for guidance
on supporting
students in a remote
learning situation.
Guidance in
developing
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google
Forms..
Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
MAPS data especially
PLC/curricular
groups.

JH (7-8) Plan
Continued
professional
development
centered around
remote learning
platforms and tools.
Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans
Continued guidance
for SPED and ELL
teachers on how to
best support students
during a remote
learning situation
Time and guidance to
develop appropriate
remote learning
assessments.

Secondary (9-12) Plan
TnL and NHS
administration will
establish a yearly
schedule for curriculum
cycles - Teachers will will
receive guidance on
Target Based Instruction
and Assessment
●

Continued guidance
on creating and
adjusting curriculum
maps and plans.

●

Continued
professional
development centered
on remote learning
platforms and tools.

●

Continued
professional
development for Sped
and ELL teachers for
guidance on
supporting students in
a remote learning
situation.

●

Time to develop
appropriate remote
learning assessments
beyond Google
Forms.
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Tech training for
paras who may be
supporting students
remotely.

●

Continued support for
teachers in reviewing
Prior ASPIRE,
PreACT & ACT data
especially
PLC/curricular groups.

Things to consider:
1. Access to computers/technology that has webcams in order for paras to do remote
interventions and instructional support.

Committee: Staffing
Committee Members:
Angie Baumann (Chair), Derek Ippensen, Dr. Jen Robinson, Angie Hausmann, Chuck Hughes

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing
on the areas of Health Screenings.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Individuals who have a fever of 100°F or above, or other signs of illness, must not be admitted to the school.
Symptoms check includes:
- Confirm that student has not taken fever reducing medication in last 24 hours
- Confirm that student does not have sore throat, cough, shortness of breath
- Visual inspection for flushed cheeks, rapid breathing, fatigue
Staff:
Staff take and document their own temperature, along with symptoms check.
Students:
Two staff members will be stationed at each student entrance to take temperatures and track symptoms.
Staff performing health screenings on students must (depending on recommendations from CDC):
- Wash hands upon arrival, Wear a mask, Wear disposable gloves

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Health Screening
Staff:
Enter through main entrance
or as designated by individual
buildings.

Health Screening:
Staff:
MS Entrances: Door 3
JH Entrances:

Health Screening:
Staff:
Four staff entrances: Door 1, Door 13,
Door 16, and Door 24.
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Students:
Each building will designate
multiple entrances and
stations.

Students
(Six Stations per building)
● MS: Six potential
stations (Door 1, Door
3, Door 4, Door 5, Door
6, Door 11)
● JH: (2 in cafeteria, old
building east and west
doors, IT door, and gym
door.)

Students: Two staff
members at each station taking and
recording student temperatures.
We will have multiple stations (5 stations,
maybe need a station in the band
room/JCT for swing choir) at three doors:
Door 1 (2 stations) Door 13 (2 stations)
and Door 16 (1 station). We will ask that
the busses drop students off at door 13,
and that parents dropping students off do
so at doors 1 and 13.

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Green

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Green

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Staff and students will not be on campus, therefore, screening is not needed.

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing
on the areas of Student Lunches.
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ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Students will follow normal lunchroom procedures.

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Student lunch periods will need to be staffed to cover all lunch areas.
Teachers need a duty free lunch.

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Principals will assign which student
rooms will be used for lunches and
which staff will cover them:

MS:
Our lunches do overlap times
already. Will utilize the main
commons, small commons, and
classrooms. May need to look into
additional staff for supervision
purposes.

Students will eat lunch in
specified areas (facilities
group) outside of the
classrooms. Lunch periods
will be staffed through
existing staff.

Principals will assign which
classrooms will eat in the lunchroom,
with social distancing and which staff
will cover them.
Unsure if additional staff will be
needed to cover lunch periods. Each
building needs to create potential
plans for coverage.

JH:
Lunches have been expanded to be
served over 3 periods instead of two
to provide adequate social
distancing. May require 1 additional
staff to help supervise.

ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Yellow, may be able to combine some students into fewer areas. This would reduce the
number of staff needed to cover lunches.
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ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Arrange meal distribution in coordination with Lunchtime Solutions.

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing
on the area of Staff Training.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Protocols on healthy hygiene:
Educate staff about when they should stay home and when they can return to the buildings.
Review DHM and recommendations from ELVAHD/Launch NE
● Include NPS mask expectations.
Post signs that promote everyday protective measures.
Hand washing
Proper wearing of masks
Intensify cleaning:
Follow daily/weekly cleaning schedule from Operations Committee and staff appropriately.
Consider altering daily work schedules of custodial staff.

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Intensify cleaning:
Follow daily/weekly cleaning schedule from Operations Committee and staff appropriately.
Consider altering daily work schedules of custodial staff.
Promote Social Distancing:
Teachers will need to set classrooms up according to social distancing rules. This will
require changing the layout of their classrooms, and may require them to move their
desks.
Small group work will need to utilize partitions.
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ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Promote Social Distancing:
No gathering in staff lounges
No meeting in conference rooms
Staff socializing eliminated between class transitions
No in-person staff meetings

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
No certified staff on location

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing
on the areas of Substitutes.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Follow standard procedures to access subs at all levels.
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ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Covering Staff Illness:
Utilize available subs
Staff can cover during plan periods
Isolation Criteria:
Follow DHM for our area.
Recruitment:
Option to hire additional full-time subs on a short term work agreement? (Quarterly, monthly)
The subs will need to be a part of the screenings, and we will need to be ready to lose
subs, just as we are students and teachers. We may be at higher risk of losing subs
because they work in different buildings in different towns.
Subs need training at the beginning of the year on Google Classroom.
We will need to recruit more substitutes. Increase advertising.

Elementary (PK-4) Plan

Middle Level (5-8) Plan

Secondary (9-12) Plan

Covering Staff Illness:
Co-teachers need to know where and
how to access plans for each other

Grade level PLC groups have
created lessons for the first 4
weeks of the school year.

Google Classrooms should be set up
for 4th grade.

Google Classrooms will be set
up.

Cross-Training:  Cross training at
this time should not be necessary
due to the emphasis on preparing
Google Classroom. Any teacher
should be able to fill in for another
for a short-term time frame.

Grade level PLC groups have created
lessons for the first 4 weeks of the
school year.

Any teacher should be able to
fill in for another for a
short-term time frame.

Utilize Swivel and/or Zoom for
students in a classroom without a
teacher - para can monitor students, if
possible
Create a roster of cross-trained staff
for the main office
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ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Yellow

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Yellow

Goal: To analyze district needs and develop plans for an effective re-opening of school facilities, focusing
on the areas of Leave & Compensation.

ELVPHD Covid Green: Low Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Low Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Leave Policies and Extended Absences:
Review EFLMAE for staff that are sick, have been exposed, or caring for someone who is sick.
Need to inform staff of any follow up if they are leaving the state/country - depending
on DHM and guidance from ELVHD

ELVPHD Covid Yellow: Moderate Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students on site for face to face learning
∙ Moderate Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Green
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ELVPHD Covid Orange: Elevated Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ Students will be divided into 2 Learning Group Rotations
∙ 2 days face to face learning
∙ 3 days e-learning
∙ In person learning days will be Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday
∙ Elevated Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Green

ELVPHD Covid Red: Severe Risk of Covid-19 Spread
∙ 100% of students e-learning
∙ Severe Risk procedures will be followed

All Buildings:
Same as Green

Appendix

Face Coverings/Masks Protocol
The use of cloth face masks consistently among students/staff who are unable to physically

distance by 6 feet is a critical factor in determining the need for quarantine if a covid positive
case arises in our school.

In guidance received 8/11/2020 from the Elkhorn Logan Valley Public Health Department

regarding cloth mask coverings they advised schools that

Cloth face coverings are a barrier to help prevent respiratory droplets from traveling into
the air and onto other people. Wearing cloth face coverings (over the nose and mouth)
is highly recommended when students are in close contact (within 6 feet for 15 minutes
or more) to reduce the number of individuals who might be exposed to COVID-19.
Quarantine guidelines when a positive COVID-19 case is identified:
●
●
●

everyone wore a mask: quarantine is not automatically recommended
If a mask was not worn by a positive COVID-19 individual: all close
contacts are required to quarantine
If a mask was worn by a positive COVID-19 individual: only close
contacts not wearing masks are required to quarantine.
If

Although we are doing everything we can to create the safest environment possible for all

students, it is not possible for Norfolk Public Schools to maintain 6 feet of social distancing
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space around each individual at all times throughout the day. Face masks are the best way to
reduce the risk to students and staff from potential exposure to COVID and the resulting
quarantines. We will provide two cloth masks for all students and staff to wear at school. Staff
and students may wear their own cloth masks, as long as the mask meets all dress code
expectations. Bandanas are not an acceptable face covering/mask.

When NPS is operating within the Green Tier, masks will be recommended for all students and

staff. (Masks may be required for designated staff).
●
●
●

When NPS is operating within the Yellow Tier, masks will be required for students and
staff.
When NPS is operating within the Orange Tier, masks will be required for students and
staff.
When NPS is operating within the Red Tier, students will not be reporting to school
on-site. Staff will be required to wear masks.

* Note: Individual waivers may be provided to those with legitimate and documented medical reasons for
not wearing a face mask. If you need more information regarding a potential waiver, please contact your
building principal.
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Covid-19 Return To School Plans - Communications Team
The Communications subcommittee is currently planning our approach to sending out clear, concise,
accurate, timely information to students, staff, families, and the public regarding ReturnTo School 2020
and the implications of the Covid-19 pandemic.
●

We are requesting that all subcommittees submit their communication needs via a google
form. By completing this information regarding topics within your subcommittee, our team will
have everything we need to move forward. This form can be found at:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfbX46HTHmlh54I7I94jux-t-ovJS1cJS3iheNQKP5uJ2
pg_A/viewform?usp=sf_link

●

We are asking all subcommittees to
keep in mind that before items can be
communicated to the target audience
they must be created/formatted,
translated, and approved by the
Superintendent to be shared. This
process may take some time so please
allow enough lead time in your planning.

●

We plan to use a standardized model for
communication by sending weekly
comprehensive updates via the
website and district social media
accounts. We plan for this to go out
consistently on the same day of the week, creating a reliable source of accurate and timely
information that stakeholders can get their information. Currently, we think this bulletin will go out
on Tuesday afternoons and will include new information, as well as time-sensitive and highly
important information that should be repeated a second or third time. The original news bulletins
will be housed on the NPS website for future reference if someone is looking for information.

●

We will use many forms of communication channels to communicate with our
stakeholders. Each topic will have a different target audience and level of importance, so not all
channels will be used for all topics. Options for communicating include:
○ A Website News Article and a post to the district's Facebook/Twitter accounts
○ Website Only - Informational Only
○ Website - School Calendar entry
○ Weekly "NPS News Bulletin" Summary
○ Formal Press Release to Local Media
○ Robocall
○ Email
○ Infinite Campus Inbox Message
○ Text Message
○ Personal one-to-one phone call(s) to a few people
○ School external signage/message boards
○ Preschool Newsletter
○ K-4 Newsletters
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●
●

○ Middle School Newsletter
○ Junior High Newsletter
○ Informational signage posted in public places
○ Madison County Exchange Facebook post (MAYBE - depending on the topic)
○ Other:
We are preparing an easy to read summary of the full plan that will be posted on the website.
We will be printing/laminating signage to be posted around the schools. These signs are from the
CDC website and address knowing the symptoms of Covid-19, stopping the spread, and washing
your hands. These are to be cues to students and staff throughout their day to be aware of ways to
protect themselves and others. These are available in English and Spanish In addition to signage
there are short videos on the CDC website that share these three topics
also. We have discussed ways to incorporate these into the school day.
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